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Commander arrived, Is it safe to come in? The world is out of balance and 
everything on Planet Earth up in the air so I am trying to find a safe space. Just 
looking to rest my weary bones for a spell while so many are fighting for their 
political soul. Just like Bees have been added to the endangered species list and are 
needed for pollination of the Planet more and more Counties agree there is a real 
change in opinion and deed of countries preventing to take “Pollen” from one place
to another. Everything is constricted due to the upheaval in the world. No rush to 
judgment... but enough is enough for a bit, even though Government agencies have 
finally acknowledged UFO (Unidentified Objects exist, still working on USO 
reports (Unidentified Submergence Objects). Many entities can be qualified as 
Extra Terrestrial.  The word ALIEN``has so many definitions at the moment so I 
prefer ET. - OFF PLANET.

“Glad you made it, been wondering how long it would take for you to get back 
here, noticed you been roaming. Sit for a spell and catch me up to date.



Looks Like you shrunk in the sunshine, or else the recent rain made me grow a few 
inches.”

“You don't look so hot either Crooket  And I think you need to cut your fingernails,
all 4 of them.  So what do you think?  Everything is going to Hell in a hand basket.  
I have been hanging around this place for almost 60 years I am starting to sound 
Human and have actually adopted some of their ways.  BTW we should find a 
different place to sit. This is Lilian's chair and she gets pretty upset when someone 
sits in it.  She said it was”Blended” to her body and change the position of her 
posture if others occupy it. Don't know when she returns, she went to have her foot 
looked at since, while moving a table on her porch, a cement block fell on her foot 
and she needs to have it looked at. Plus you know she talks to everybody no telling 
when she gets home.”
 



“True, why is she moving things?” 

“Weather is changing, look at the maps. She needs room for her wood container. It 
has started snowing below 4000 feet in WA State and gets cold and foggy at night.” 

“Ring of fire is also very active at the moment.  Everything is truly on the move.



“ The Bahamas were virtually destroyed by Hurricane Dorian and Tropical storm 
IMELDA flooded Houston, Texas along surrounding areas and created mega 
problems in Beaumont, TX. Having diverted Billions of dollars, including FEMA 
and the Military for the border wall, will make recovery very complicated.  Some 
States have filed lawsuits against the president but depending on the rulings this 
can also prove to be time consuming.

“Commander, look at this.  It shows the US Administration BEFORE the current 
scandal brought forward by the misery whistle-blower. Lilian saw him as a 
TOWNCRYER in her predictions.  Guess the principle is the same. I wish she 
would not talk in riddles all the time, too impatient to see how he predictions play 
out, 3 years ago she talked about a “WATERGATE EVENT” coming in October, 1 
month before the 2016 election. More heads will roll figuratively speaking before 
there is closure to the madness which has become every day political life,

The list of people running the country is dwindling. Wonder who will be left 
standing when it is brought to conclusion.



                                                         Fair use
Despite everything so many took to the streets and marched for Climate Change.  
Marches for Regime Change also took place around the world.  It is good to see so 
many participate in causes.



Meet Judge Dana Sabraw who forced Government to reunite Children of 
Immigrants with their parents,  At least that is what he ordered. There are still kids
incarcerated. It is also said IRAN destroyed refineries in Saudi Arabia. Reason for 
the war some wished for?

'Just the other day Lilian was ranting and carrying on to some Millennials how 
unfair she thought it was to judge everything by today's standards.
Many events and Ideas are almost identical to what their grand parents 
experienced and thought they had fixed. Much is null and void at the moment.  
When climbing the evolutionary ladder, may it be mental, political, economically or
just because it is the normal way of life, we need to abide by customs, fashion and 
though patterns of the time periods we  find ourselves in, in order to evolve.  What 
was “Normal” even 10 years ago is no longer relevant IF one can adjust to the times
we live in.  Especially when vedding our leaders we should look at how they have 
evolved with the time. When Lilian was in school they leaned Esperanto and Old 
German written in Curves. Not sure if any of these even survived to present day 
and I would wager when Millennials reach retirement age some or most of their 
children wont have any Idea what American sounded like when Emojis and 
Microsoft vocabulary entered the picture. Please consider this even if it requires for
you to ask: WTH are you talking about. Your ancestors from the 20th century will 
be more that happy to tell you what it was like for them to TWERK.'
“ Quick, MOVE! I hear Lilian's car and she will fuss if she sees us in her chair.  She
is talking on the phone about a man sleeping on the side of the road in broad 
daylight across from a fire station while all Fireman looked on.  Surprised she did 
not pick him up and feed him.  
                      She would have, but a U-Turn was not safe.



Explanation of PUBLIC CHARE RULE.

https://cliniclegal.org/resources/dhs-finalizes-public-charge-rule?
fbclid=IwAR0nd_trAbdyCAiYOaFzxx5lxIoAe3nY8kTFyEwBbegDygIrEbvK
QTzS0OI 
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